Anterior cruciate ligament injury: MR imaging diagnosis and patterns of injury.
The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is an important stabilizer of knee motion. Injury of the ACL can lead to substantial disability; an accurate diagnosis of ACL injury is vital in both short-term and long-term patient care. Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging has emerged as the study of choice to evaluate the status of the ACL and other associated structures in the knee. Sagittal MR images have been commonly used in the evaluation of the ACL. However, the authors believe that coronal and axial imaging planes can add useful information about ACL injury and, thus, lead to improved accuracy and confidence regarding diagnosis. Multiplanar imaging can readily demonstrate meniscal, ligamentous, and bone marrow injuries that commonly occur with the most frequent mechanisms of ACL injury. These mechanisms, in order of frequency, include internal rotation and valgus stress, hyperextension, and varus stress with external rotation. An understanding of these mechanisms is helpful in the MR diagnosis of ACL injury.